2017 Chemical Inventory

	2017 Annual Chemical Inventory
	Department	Building		Reporting Year 2017
	Product/Chemical	CAS Number or Use	Room#	Manufacturer	Container type	Container Size	Number of Containers





































































































































































































Instructions

	2017 Annual Chemical Inventory
	Department - Biology	Building  Holt Hall
Pridemore, Tim: You should have ONE sheet per building.  Please do not put multiple buildings in one file.

	Product/Chemical	CAS Number or Use
Tim Pridemore: CAS numbers applie to laboratory chemicals only.

For chemicals used in labs, if the CAS number is know or easily avaliable enter it in this column.  If not, leave this blank.  

For consumer goods or other products which are not assigned CAS numbers enter the use for the material I.E. Spray paint or lubricating oil.	Room#	Manufacturer	Container type	Container Size	Number of Containers
	Silia Gel
Tim Pridemore: Enter the chemical/product name as it appears on the label	99439-28-8	104	Fisher
Tim Pridemore: Enter the name of the manufacturer here		200
Tim Pridemore: Use one line for each container size	2
	Silia Gel	99439-28-8	104	Fisher		400	1
	Silia Gel	99439-28-8	104	Fisher		500	3
Tim Pridemore: Enter the number of containers for this size.
	Sodium Nitrate	7632-00-0	
Tim Pridemore: Do not leave blanks in the room number column.  It is the only way we have to sort by location	Fisher		300g	1
	Sodium Nitrate	7632-00-0	104	Mallinckwdt
Tim Pridemore: If you have the same product from different manufacturers use one line for each manufacturer			
Tim Pridemore: Enter the number of containers for this size.	300g	1
	Sodium Nitrate	7632-00-0	104	Cambosco		400g	1






									If you do not see the instructions go to the <Review> tab and click on <Show All Comments
	The examples above are for laboratory chemicals while the ones below are for consumer products.  If you have both types in one location you can report them all on the same file.								When you send the completed form please use the following file naming scheme  <year Chemical Inventory Building Room>
	Product/Chemical	CAS Number or Use	Room#	Manufacturer	Container type	Container Size	Number of Containers
									Please use only the honoree, I.e.        <2017 Chemcial Inventory Holt 104>                not                                                                              < 2017 Chemical Inventory Holt Hall 104>
	Melt-A-Way
Tim Pridemore: The product is typically what it says on the lable.	melt ice		Olin
Tim Pridemore: If you know who made the product put it here.  If not, put who it was bought from	Bag	20	Yes
	Enamel Spray paint	Paint		Multiple
Tim Pridemore: Sometimes you get products from multiple manufacturers.  If so, put "Multiple" unless there is something special about one manufacture's products	Spray can	50	yes
	Acrylic spray paint
Tim Pridemore: Different types of the same thing each get their own line.  Acrylic VS enamel.			
Tim Pridemore: If you know who made the product put it here.  If not, put who it was bought from	
Tim Pridemore: Sometimes you get products from multiple manufacturers.  If so, put "Multiple" unless there is something special about one manufacture's products	paint		Multiple	Spray can	12	Yes
Tim Pridemore: If you have multiple manufactures for your products you should have and MSDS from each for each product.  If you have six different colors of spray paint from Krylon and the same six colors from Porter you should have all 12 MSDS's on file.
	Latex paint	Paint		Multiple	can	25	yes
	Latex paint	paint		Porter	can	10	Yes
	Coil Magic	Air conditioner coil cleaner
Tim Pridemore: We may not recognize some things so telling us what you do with it helps us understand the hazards.  We know from reading this it is some sort of slovent.		Acme	spray can	5	yes
	WD-40	Lubricant		WD-40	Spray can
	WD-40
Tim Pridemore: Different storage methods each get their own line, spray bottle, jug and spray can						
Tim Pridemore: If you have multiple manufactures for your products you should have and MSDS from each for each product.  If you have six different colors of spray paint from Krylon and the same six colors from Porter you should have all 12 MSDS's on file.	Lubricant		WD-40	Spray bottle	5	Yes
	WD-40	Lubricant		WD-40	Jug	2	Yes
	Gasoline	fuel		Multiple	Safety can	2	Yes
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